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ABSTRACT

On 27 July, 1979 person
of the Institute of Archeo1og
Carolina completed the three
mental Impact Survey. The pu
underwater archeological site
struction and dredging was sc
of new dock facilities for th
survey was a requirement of t
and other Federal legislation
with the South Carolina State
Operations" of 1977.

e1 of the Division of Underwater Archeology
and Anthnopo1ogy, University of South
eek field phase of the Wando River Environpose of the survey was to determine if
were present in the area in which conedu1ed to take place during the building
South Carolina State Ports Authority. The
e National Environmental Policy Act of 1970
policies, and guidelines, and in compliance
Law for the "Control of Certain Salvage

The project was carried
quisition of preliminary data
The second phase was the e1ec
proton magnetometer. The thi
amination of targets located
was the integration of recove
Site Inventory Record.

out in four phases. Phase one was the acon historic and prehistoric river usage.
ronic survey using a side-scan sonar and a
d phase was a visual survey and field exn the electronic survey. The fourth phase
ed data into the Statewide Archeological

During the fieldwork ei ht electronically located targets were
identified and each was inves igated by visual and tactile methods. During
these investigations numerous objects of glass, brick, rocks, ceramics,
wire cable, cast iron, shell ccumu1ations, fossil deposits, anchors and
modern debris were found. Th se were all randomly located objects interpreted as normal river-bottom qebris of minimal archeological significance.
They do not represent archeo1 gica1 sites that would contribute significantly
to the understanding of the rver's usage. The relatively widespread concentration of fossils discove ~d during the survey have been reported to
the South Carolina State Muse ~ Commission. Two objects of archeological
significance were found. The ~ were two anchors, one of probable eighteenth
century origin and the other ~ late nineteenth century or early twentiebh
century origin. Both were prop~rly recovered and relocated for further display or study.
'
1

The river bottom in thi project area has been examined with a high
degree of intensity and it is believed that no archeological remains of
significance remain within th project area. There is, therefore, no
apparent reason that the prop sed construction for the Wando River Terminal
should not proceed as schedu1 d.

v

NTRODUCTION
In accordance with an a reement between the South Carolina State
Ports Authority, Charleston, outh Carolina and the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, -1ffi±~~'r>"ty of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolina, the Institute condu ted a three week underwater archeological
survey of a portion of the Wa do River that will be impacted during pier
construction and dredging act vities associated with the development of
a new Ports Authority deep wa er terminal (Fig. 1). The survey was a
requirement of the National E vironmental Policy Act of 1970 and other
Federal legislation, policies and guidelines, and complied with the South
Carolina State Law for the "c ntrol of Certain Salvage Operations," 1977,
and the "Revised Uniform Rule and Regulations" adopted by the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropolog and the South Carolina State Museum
Commission. Major funding wa received from the South Carolina State
Ports Authority with addition 1 supplements from the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
The section of the Wand
approximately 10,000 feet in
the river and ranged in width
pattern. The downstream boun
the Wando River flows into th
a line running directly acros
place does the survey area ex
stream 2000 feet comes near t

River examined during the survey was
ength along the approximate center line of
from 350-feet to 1200 feet in an irregular
ary of the survey was the junction at which
Cooper River. The upstream boundary was
the river 10,000 feet upstream. At no
end from bank to bank. However, the upshore on the east bank (Fig. 2).

The project began with
11, 1979 and ended on June 30
5, 1979, and from July 9, 197
volved in the operation consi
Albright, Project Director; A
Wilbanks, Field Supervisor; a
A. Williams, diver and boat h
sisted of Steven Howard, dive
boat handler; and William Ciz
and Sam Player assisted asvo

he implementation of the contract on April
1980. Field operations took place on May
to July 27, 1979. Institute 'personnel inted of Underwater Archeologist Alan B.
sistant Underwater Archeologist Ralph L.
dUnderwater Archeological Assistant, James
~dler.
Full-time contract personnel conand boat handler; Susan Bridges, diver and
, surveyor and boat handler. Grady Harden
unteer divers on one occasion.

Gary Kozak of Klein Ass
side scan sonar. Alan Saltus
ville, Louisiana, operated th
Archaeological Research Surve
suring equipment. Archival r
a maritime historian residing
James Scurry, Archeologist on
and identified the rocks reco

ciates, Salem, New Hampshire, operated the
of Archaeological Research Survey, Prairiemagnetometer, and Tim Mistovich, also of
in Louisiana, operated the distance measearch was carried out by J. Percival Petit,
on the Isle of Palms, South Carolina, and
the Institute staff. Keith Derting examined
ered during the survey.
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Figure 1: Locator map showing Wando River project area .
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Figure 2: Survey corridor showing unusual shape of area
to be surveyed.
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I

tSE'A..RCH PLAN

traduction
The marine and river sy ems of SQuthCarolina contain a price.,...
less cultural heritage in the
underwate~ archeological sites that
represent the entire range of ime in which man has been associated with
the area. The purpose of thi project was to carry out an intensive
underwater archeological surv
of that part of the Wando River that might
be adve~sely affected by oper ions concQmitant with the development of
additional port facilities by he South Carolina State Ports Authority
and to determine the archeolo cal significance of the area. If the area
was found to be archeological
s~nsitive, plans would be developed to
mitigate any potential advers affects to the cultural heritage. Remote sensing, electronic, and isuai on-site investigatory results would
oeintegrated with archival r ~.earC.h
. . results. The project was SCheduled
to take 60 days of which 15 d :IS were scheduled for fieldwork.

1

Mtfth6d

!

The project was carried 9ut in four phases: acquisition of preliminary data on historic riv n usage; electronic survey using side scan
sonar and magnetometer; visua Isurvey and field examination of targets;
and ::.~~~,graticm of data into ~he Statewide A~cheological Site Inventory
Record.
I

I

uisiticm

Prior to field operatio ~, it was necessary to develop detailed
charts of the rivers. This w .~ done by conducting historical research
and combining information fro lold maps showing plantations, warehouses,
docks, etc., with recent topo Ijaphic maps, and superimposing this infor....
mation onto aerial photograph lof the areas to be surveyed.
!

The electronic survey p se of the project was relatively straight.,..
forward and was projected to ~ke approximately six days~ Two remote
sensing electronic instrument ![were used: a side scan sonar.'
and.
a magneto....
'.
meter.
I

Descnptionqrthe Side Bean Sonar'

J

The side scan sonar is
electronic instrument that detects and
records topographic features fl the sea or river bottom. Unlike a radar
which depicts a momentary one dlimensional image on a cathode ~ay tube,
the souar priuts a three dime ional rendition of the dver bqttom on a

I

4

continuous role of paper. It orks as well ~n fresh as in saltwater.
The recorded image, like a ph ~ograph, is permanent. It is particularly
useful in conducting underwat ~ archeolog~cal surveys because many man~
made objects such as collapse Jpiers and bridges, pilings,shipwrecks,
and miscellaneous debris proj qt a profile above the bottom and are reI
corded as bottom features.

J

I

The sonar is made up of
corder. The towfish is acyl
36 inches in length. It n.asc
while under tow, and a bank 0
and receive acoustical signal
electrical impulses between t
towing unit for:bhe:towfish.
at a distance from the bottom
give the most usable signal c
houses the main electronic co
devices, and the strip chart
picts bottom contours on the
tween natural relief and man~
operator is often able to mak
man~made relief, but if he is
it on the bottom and make an

Description

Jhree
units: a towfish, a cable, and a re~
I
,der, approximately 6 ~nches in diameter by
ss vanes at the tail to keep it stable
transducers on either side which transmit
Iwhi1e in operation. The cable transmits
~ towfish and recorder and serves as the
~he towfish is trailed behind the vessel
So that the operator determines which will
.~sidering the target sought. The recorder
onents including the power supply, timing
corder. Although the sonar accurately de~
~rip chart, it does not differentiate
be~
~de debris lying on the bottom. A skilled
Ithat differentiation between natural and
~n doubt, a diver must be sent to examine
ssessment.
I

0

Ithe Proton Magnetometer

I

~s an electronic instrument which can measure

The proton magnetometer
the earth's magnetic intensit
either on land or underwater.
a shielded electrical tow cab
approximately 8 inches in dia
specially designed coil of fi
near the bottom and generally
in order to develop a detaile
fish is connected to the reco
first to act as the towing me
mit signals between the towfi
a power supply, timing device

lat a given location or a series of locations
lIt consists of three components: a towfish,
~, and a recorder.
The towfish is a cylinder
dter and 24 inches in length containing a
wire. It is towed behind the survey vessel,
's programmed to take one reading a second
magnetic background of the area. The tower by a cable which serves two purposes:
'um fordlhe towfish, and secondly, to trans~ and the recorder. The recorder consists of
,I and a strip chart recorder.

Magnetometers were deve
in their search for oil. It
eral depositssubt;ty changed
magnetometer, when moved alon
rate, could ,detect deviations
used during World War II to d
such a high degree of refinem
become the major remote sensi

~s been discovered that oil and cer,t,ain min~
ije earth's adjacent magnetic intensity. The
Ithe earth's surface and cycled at a rapid
:flrom the norm. It was furtherret'ined and
~ect enemy submarines., It has now reached
1t, sensitivity and compactness, that it has
,~ instrument used in underwater archeology.

~ped in the1930s as an aid to assist ,geologists

Its effectiveness in 10 ~Iting iron wrecks is based on the knowledge
that the ferrQus metal in a s 'pwreck, even after long immersion in water,
still has a large magnetic co anent similar to a suhmar~ne~, A wooden
shipwreck has two elements wi
magnetic components; .the ca,nnonand other
ship fixtures of iron, and th ballast rock. In order to detect the lesser
I

5

magnetic component of a woode
fish much closer to the shipw
an iron vessel. The ability
in surveys, to detect an obje
the towfish through the water
magnetic anomaly; and distanc
relatively short when compare
omnidirectional and it can de
face of the bottom. It canno
on the bottom and the magneti
with the side scan sonar, a d
in order to assess its value

!shipwreck, it is necessary to pass the towthan would be necessary in searching for
~ the magnetometer, of a type normally used
ti is related to four maj or factors: speed of
Icyclic rate oLbhe magnetometer; size of the
.it is from the towfish. Although range is
ito the side scan sonar, its sensitivity is
~ct magnetic anomalies buried under the suridifferentiate between modern ferrous debris
Icomponent of a piece of ancient iron. As
~er must personally investigate each target
d the survey.
~ck

Visu Zi Investigation
After the remote sensin
transferred to the master cha
merged target. Although scat
have any association to nearb
other plantation-associated d
land site or event. Since pr
criteria when choosing a site
toric land associated feature
prehistoric settlement that h

Icharts are examined and the site locations
tl, a team of divers will examine each sub~red finds, such as shipwrecks, might not
ilandfeatures, docks, piers, trunks, and
slcoveries might be identified to a particular
~istoricand historic man often used the same
~n which to live, the discovery of an hisniight also lead to the discovery of a nearby
~ partially fallen into the river.

A second aspect of fiel iinvestigation will be carried out by using
divers to examine the bottom n a regular pattern. Circle searches or
straight line surveys will be ~un depending on bottom conditions. In areas
of deep silt, visual search 0 ~rations will obviously be minimal but in
areas of gravel, :EB:ridor •hard dttom, detailed examination will be conducted.

Int ~ration
of Data
,
This phase of the proje
tories of the Institute. Art
phase will be cleaned, examin
facts in an unstable conditio
conservation laboratory. All
charts, will be carefully exa
of information, a statement w
assessment of the archeologic
Underwater archeologica
individually numbered and sep
pertinent data relative to th
recorded on the site form. A
Department of Archives and Hi
original will be housed at th
where it will become a part 0
Record. Each individual site
but when assessed within the
significance not previously s

i

~

will be carried out in the offices and labora-

~acts collected during the visual investigation
~,

identified, and catalogued. Those artiiWil1 undergo treatment at the Institute's
~ield notes, including magnetometer and sonar
~ned and evaluated. From the total assemblage
~l be made that will reflect the Institute's
~ significance of the survey area.

!sites discovered during this survey will be
recorded on a standard site form. All
Isite, including an artifact listing, will be
~opy of the site form will be sent to the
10ry as part of its reference file. The
iInstitute of Archeology and Anthropology,
Ithe Statewide Archeological Site Inventory
'hen examined by itself may not be signific.ant,
ntext of a statewide site listing, might have
pected.
~ately

~

I

6

PREHISTORIC AJ,ND
HISTORIC STATEMENT
i

z:tPehistoY'ic
There is archeological
Carolina has been occupied co
groups of nomadic hun.ters ent
Pleistocene when the now exti
sistence pattern of early man
in small numbers to the more
the relatively settled, villa
European settlers arrived (Gr
occupation of South Carolina
distinct phases which are bri

~idence that the coastal plain of South

tiinuous1y for at least 12,000 years. S~l1
~ed the coastal plain area during the late
cjt megafauna were still present. The sub~olved from nomadic hunting and gathering
qrnp1ex agricultural society reflected in
eJ oriented pattern present when the first
~fin 1967). The 12,000 years of man's
~ be temporally divided into several
~ly described below.
~Zeo-Indian

The Paleo-Indian period
10000 B.C. to the end of the
inhabitants had a hunting and
on the exploitation of now ex
is characterized by the craft
These points are generally fo
and are seldom recovered from

]asted for about 2000 years from about
~eistocene at around 8000 B.C. These early
~athering subsistence believed to be based
~nct Pleistocene magafauna.
This period
~an-1ike quality of the Clovis fluted point.
~d in the riverine zone of the coastal plain
~iedmont sites (Michie 1976).
,

. Archaic
The Archaic period last d longer than any other period in Southeastern
prehistory, approximately 700 Iyears from about 8000 B.C. to about 1000 B.C.
It is characterized by a wide ~ariety of lithic types and ended with the

~:t~~~~~t~;: ~:v~;~~~:~~~~i~t~~~i~~~~:di~0~:r:e:~~~1~y1~~;i~~:ei:~~h-

three cultural!technological

The Early Archaic perio
the Dalton, Palmer and Kirk s
other specialized tool assemb
about 1500 years, from 5500 B
Morrow Mountain and Guilford
The Late Archaic period, endi
of the Savannah River, Otarre
of the Thom's Creek variety f
Large shell middens also firs

~ases: Early, Middle and Late Archaic.

i1asted for about 2500 years during which
of projectile points appear along with
~ggS;, The Middle Archaic period lasted for
q. to 3000 B.C. during which time the Stanly,
~face types make their appearance (Coe 1964).
g at about 1000 B.C. witnessed the emergence
~~d Gary bifaces, but most importantly ceramics
~st appeared toward the end of this period.
iappear in sites of the Late Archaic.
I

~ies

!WoodZand
rhe Woodland perioq las ~d for about 2000 years, from about 1000 B.C.
to 1.''''D''' 1,000 and was charactei¥~&b¥"'[tha'~introduct:ion of ofher ceramic types
such as Deptford, Cape Fear a ~/or Wilmington. These new ceramic types exhibited a wide variety of sur ~ce motifs. The small Yadkin, Badin and
t!wannanoa biface projectile p ~nts also appear during this period (Coe 1964).

I

I
j

•

•

•

~8 81- 8 81- pp-z.an
I

The Mississippian perio ,I also known in the SQutheasta,s South
Appalachian Mississippian (Fe ~~son 1971), extends from the end of the
Woodland period, about
.~~. , into the Historic period up to the
y
ei.ghteenth .c.. .e....n.tur . Cer~mic '~ssel. s. beca.me .l.a.rge.r ~nd surface designs
were oftencornplicated, encom ssing a wide variety of surface designs
(Griffin 19'&'D. Thelma, Caray and Pee Dee bifaceprojectile points
appear at this time. It was 1to this period that European man intruded into and became inextrab1y involved with the almost complete
elimination of the areas firs ,inhabitants.

Historic
1

Following the settlemen iof Charles Towne at Albemarle Point on the
Ashley River in 1670, and esp dial1y after its relocation over the next
few years to its present loca ~on on Oyster Point at the confluence of the
Ashley and Cooper Rivers, theo10nists f expansion into, and exploitation
of, the areafs natural resour s developed along nearby rivers. Agricultural settlements, generally
pendent on rivers for transportation of
bulk cargo, soon followed. E ly industry is represented near tpe survey
area by the establishment in
06 of Dearsleys Shipyard (Petit n.d.). Although the area has been used rimari1y for agricultural purposes since
its original occupation by Eu ~peans,. small boats and shipbuilding has
been continuously carried out ~n the area until the twentieth century

;ie:~: ~~!~)ban~o~fat~:t;;~~~~~~~:~tO~ot~~e1:~~~;a:~e::dr~~~~p~~ion
"An Intensive Archeological S

~vey of the South Carolina State Ports
s
Authorityf Bellview Plantati ~ Located o.n the Wando River, near Charleston,
South Carolina" (Scurry and B 90ks 1980).
I

IStatement
I

The few artifacts recov Jed from underwater during this survey te~
f1ect only two brief periods l~ a4jacent land occupation throughout the
entire period man was living
the coastal plain. Three of the four
Piece.s..Of p.rehJ.... st. o.ri.c. cer.aml.· c. ar..e ident. ifiab.·1e as ThO.mfs. cre.ek . from the
Late Archaic period. The rem 'ning piece has been badly abraded by sand
and is unidentifiable. The c r t core is almost certainly prehistoric
but rm:tattributable to any sp qific time period. There are two main ways
these artifacts could have m· :~11l into the river; from an accidental over.,..
turning of a canoe carrying-t ~m, or from erosion of the bank at the site
of a dwelling. Xt is not kno
which of bllLe two methods were responsible
for placing these artifacts 0 ~the river bottom. If they had come from
an eroding bank, it would ind •. ate that the rdl1\flX has changed its course a
considerable amount because t
mud and sand talus of the present bank extends over 50 feet into the r' er and completely covers any possible near
shore artifacts.
I

~covered

spread;i.,n~~ime

The historic artifacts
represent a
of approxi"",
mately 200 y-ears with most of tihe dating from th.e ninete.enth century •. They
were mostly' found off the b1u ~ area ~bove Robcaw Creek. This area has a
record of histc>ric habitation ~rom the early eighteenth century, but any
I

8

association between the land
water is tenuous because the
from the bank.

the objects recovered from under~
were found a considerable distance

9

FIEL

INVESTIGATIONS

site Charddte:i'istic$
The underwater archeolo
place in the lower reaches of
South Carolina (Fig. 2). Com
the Wando is relatively short
of the Francis Marion Nationa
at the lower end of Drum Isla
approximately 17 miles long a

ical survey described in this report took
the Wando River in Charleston County,
ared to most other major coastal plain rivers,
having its origin inbhe lowswa1'llpy lands
Forest and emptying into the Cooper River
d Reach off Remley (Hob caw) Point. It is
d is tidal for its entire length.

Its general orientation
turns to a more east/west dir
area two creeks, Molasses and
trance to Hobcaw Creek is loc
a low marshy island separatin
located downstream from Hobca
rapidly to a bluff over 15 fe
the end of the survey area, w
The east bank is rimmed with
Marsh grass can also be found
bounded by Daniels Island and
An elevation of up to 12 feet
bank. Within the survey area
with a maximum depth of just

is northeast/southwest but above Cainhoy
ction. Along the east bank in the survey
Hobcaw, enter the Wando. A secondary ented downstream from the main channel with
the two. Low natural land formations are
Creek. Above Hobcaw Creek the land rises
t in height extending to within 600 feet of
ere it falls away to form a shallow bay.
belt of marsh grass up to 50 feet in width.
on the west bank of the river which is
a large man-made spoils area edged by a dyke.
is found on Daniels Island and the spoils
the river averages about2~lOOfeet in width
nder 50 feet mean low water.

The entire survey area Os located in unsheltered open water. Due to
the relative openness of the rea and width of the river, the survey area
often has moderate to high wi ds. Current flow is considerable, for diving
operations, occasionally reac ing three knots, but this was not a factor
during the remote sensing pha es of the project. Water quality is good,
rated S.B. (suitable for bathOng and other uses except shellfishing for
commercial purposes) (Corp of Engineers 1977). The composition of the river
bottom is differentiated with pluff mud, sand, shell, gravel, fossils and
other miscellaneous sediments overlying compacted clay. Clay alone was
often seen without the overlyOng materials. Bottom contours within the
survey area are extremely gen Ie except near the east bank above Hobcaw
Creek where the bottom rises apidly. Although water temperature was not
recorded, it was wrthin the p rameters of tolerable comfort and safety with
the equipment used.
As might be expected on a semi-sheltered body of water close to a
major population center, boat traffic was present inbhe project area.
Traffic was divided into two atagories: small boat and large boat. Small
boat traffic consisted of occ sional sailboats and outboard fishing boats.
Neither of these interfered wOth the survey. Large boat traffic was
occasionally heavy, consistin of vessels and barges travelling to and from
Deytens Shipyard located seve al miles upstream. Very little time, however,
was lost to large boat traffi in the survey area. Project boats always
flew dive flags during diver perations. The internationally recognized
BETA dive flag was flown from one boat and the standard SCNnA dive flag from
the other.
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Envi onmentaZFactors
The conduct of underwat
the visual search phase with
in a coastal plain river like
vironmental factors. A1thoug
greater degree, they add e1em
cost and time necessary to c
detail the major environmenta
e&pecia11y those operations i

archeological survey operations, such as
ivers in the water, is not a simple operation
the Wando; it is affected by numerous enthese factors can be overcome Ito a lesser or
nts that affect efficiency by varying both
mp1ete a project. The following statements
factors encountered in the project,
vo1ving divers.

The Wando is a tidal ri
twice daily. Current flow ca
high for a diver to swim agai
bottom with safety and contro
slick marl or pluff mud botto
force of moving water on a di
underwater can be compared wi
exerted against a person on 1
always encountered, it was t
in the survey area. The best
against a diver is to reduce
water. This is accomplished
facing into the current.

er in which the current reverses itself
reach three knots. This velocity is too
st, too high to crawl against along the
, and too high to remain stationary on a
without assistance or a firm hand hold. The
er attempting to work in three knot current
h the force of a wind in excess of 50 mph
nd. Although a three knot current was not
e maximum that might normally be expected
way to reduce the effect of current flow
he frontal area his body presents to the
y crawling along the bottom laterally while

Current flow is not a1w
column, tending to be less ne
of the .river. On a curved se
on the outside of the curves
parallel to the center line 0
of zero visibility, current d
for a diver to use in order t
river underwater. This prob1
keeping with a suitable corre
for current velocity and dire

ys uniform in velocity within the water
l' both banks and bottom than in the center
tion of the river, current .ve10city isg!'eater
han the inside. Current flow is not always
the river, which means that in a situation
rection is not always a reliable indicator
hold a constant direction when crossing a
m was solved by using a compass for direction
tion figured into the course to compensate
tion.

l'

WtJather

Adverse weather conditi
are underwater; however, it c
of surface personnel working
A concern small boats and cre
lightning. It is not at all
of the water during a storm e
with bluffs and high trees.
have serious consequences for
the diver faces in inclement
cannot find and retrieve him
by high winds can easily obsc
is above tihe'3urface. Industr
it very difficult for the boa
come this problem the recover

ns have little effect on divers when they
n seriously affect the safety and efficiency
ut of sma.ll boats in support ofthe"Iduer:s.
s face during bad weather conditions is
nusua1 for lightning to strike the surface
en when the river is rimmed on both banks
lightning strike on the water will also
nearby divers. However, the major problem
eather is the chance that the boat handler
hen he surfaces. Heavy surface chop caused
re a diver's head, the only part of him that
a1 smog, heavy rain, and fog can also make
'handler to see a surfaced diver. To overboat should remain as close as possible to
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the projected area in which t e diver will surface.

Visibility
The ability to s.ee unde
carrying out a s.uccessful vis
logical s.urvey. Visibility i
There are three major factors
water: depth of water, partic

water is. an important consideration in
al s.earch phas.e of an underwater archeo~
coas.tal plain rivers. is generally poor._
which influence the ability to see underlate matter in suspension, and tannin stain.

The deeper one goes in ater the more difficult it is to see.
Water filters out both the co or and intensity of light even in clear
water. Although the eliminat'on of light because of water depth was not
a major limiting factor in th s survey, the light remaining due to depth
was less than 5% of that avai able on the surface. Particulate matter in
suspension caused the major 1 ss of light while conducting~theyia:aal;searoh
phase. Underwater lights wer almost always used in order to have any
vis.ibility at all. Shining a light in water with a high particulate count
is like driving an automobile through a s.nowstorm using high beams.. Particulate matter in suspens.ion n rmally comes from eroding river banks and
runoff from upstream agricult ral activities. However, there is evidence
that a large amount of partie late matter in the Cooper, Ashley and Wando
Rivers is brought in from the near shore ocean on the incoming tides
(Nieuwenhuis.e et al. 1978).
The third condition whi
in the water. Tannin is a da
matter and is generally prese
flow through swamps. The 1ig
water can bes.t be appreciated
light and clear in color to a
becaus.e of its bulk. Except
in tannin waters beyond the d

h affects visibility is the presence of tannin
k stain leached from s.ubmerged vegetable
t in rivers which have their origin in, or
t and visibility blocking abilities of tannin
by comparing a glas.s. of tea which is fairly
large pitcher of tea which appears very dark
n rare cas.es, underwater lights are not usable
stance that they can be hand held.

Di er Limitations
A diver conducting an u
has. one factor to contend wit
the underwater environment.
about half of the diver's. ene
contending with the potential
For this. reas.on his. attention
protection from advers.e effec
Unless. a diver is. working in
his depth underwater. Exceed
taken from diver tables. devel
diving specialists, can resul
in generating body heat, even
fitting dive s.uit, can be en
the time available for underw
Carolina rivers. is. always. col
heat can be a problem. Dive
Weight belts, tanks, life ves.

derwater archeological surveyor excavation
not s.hared by histerres.trial counterpart:
t would not be unreasonable to s.tate that
gies and abilities are often directed toward
y lethal environment encountered underwater.
must constantly be focused in two directions:
s. of the environment, and the work at hand.
xtremely shallow water, he must always know
ng a specified time limit at a specified depth,
ped by the United States Navy and commercial
in s.erious. injury or death. Energy expended
when the diver is. fully outfitted with a form
rvating and under certain conditions can limit
ter work. Water temperature in South
er than body temperature, so retention of body
uits tend to restrict normal body movement.
s, tank harness.es., etc. are heavy and also
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tend to limit body movements. The diver must rely on ma,ny different
pieces of equipment and the f ilure of a vita,l Qne could be serious.
Underwater lights tend to mal unction~ a,nd without a light Il diver is very
limited in what he can accomp ish. For ~his reason, a diver often takes
two lights underwater with hi •

ConsideY'ations
The virtual inability
communicate with the divers
an inconvenience. However, w
boats are about to pass over
The only method we have at PI'
prearrangement, to create a s
accomplished by racing the ou
partially submerging a metal
rod and hitting it with a ha
distance underwater. General
surface noise or one th<1tt.does

support personnel in the small boats to
en they are on the bottom is usually only
en a storm suddenly forms or when large
he diver, instant communication is essential.
sent to call a diver to the surface is by
rface disturbance he can hear. This can be
board motor in a particular sequence, or
bject, such as a dive tank or a thick iron
er. Fortunately metalic sounds carry a long
y divers will surface at any unidentified
not fit an understandable pattern.

Surface craft not assoc
Fishermen in boats trolling w
divers. La,rge vessels can cr
the displacement of large amo
thereby causing heavy underwa
system can bring a diver to t

ated with the project also pose a problem.
th hooked lures can cause serious injury to
ate hazardous conditions for the diver by
nts of wa,terwith their hulls and propellers,
er turbulence. A successful communication
e surface before any immediate danger.

E"lec:ponideY'ations
In order to conduct a s
logical survey in a coastal p
to employ electronic remote s
relying only on divers to acc
depth of several feet within
burden and other factors prev
must be used in a more specif
to extend the senses of the s
sensing instruments have been
out under adverse conditions
to thosecharcg~dwith managing
remote sensing instruments us
and the ~roton Magnetometer.
archeologica,l survey operatio
is similar in design to a son
na,rrow, focusing directly bel
in that it Can recordshipwre
below the river bottom. It i
buried shipwrecks or other bu
Its narrow coverage, requirin
pra,ctical for use in this pro

ccessful and effective underwater archeoain river such as the Wando, it is necessary
nsing instruments. The impracticability of
rately survey a, large area to a sub-bottom
he parameters of current, visibility, overously discussed soon becomes obvious. Divers
c mode. Other means then must be employed
rveyors. Over the years electronic remote
developed that enable a survey to be carried
o a degree of proficiency that is acceptable
submerged cultural resources. The two
d in this survey were the Side Scan Sonar
A third instrument often used in underwater
s is a sub~bottom profileI'. This instrument
I' except that its coverage is extremely
w the towed unit. It dHfers from the sona,r
ks or other objects at a, considerable depth
more often used to define the extent of
ied objects rather than to search for them.
too many closely spaced la,nes, made it imect.

S de Sca:n SonaY'
The Klein Associates Mo el 521 side scan sonar was the first of two
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remote sensing instruments us d in this project. In additio~ to the
features previously discussed the sonar has the capability of utilizing
several different scan ranges from 25 meters to 400 meters'at the discretion of the operator. Thi capability is of vital interest to the
operator because it permits hOm to match the various field cortditions~
such as speed of vessel~ like y size of target, bottom contours, etc.,
to the range setting that wou d best record bottom conditions. The sonar
phase of the investigation wa carried out using 2 small boats, a 24 foot
Stamas rented from the South arolina Wildlife and Marine Resources
DepaDu~nt and a 20 foot McKe craft owned by the Institute.
The Stamas
was used to carry the sonar a d operator, project director, boat handler
and radio operator. The McKe craft was.. used as the dive boat and carried
three persons: a boat handler who was also the radio operator, and two
volunteer divers. The survey area was divided into two sections. The
first consisted of the 8,000 oot long, 350 foot wide segment of the Wando
beginning where it enters the Cooper River and ending near the downstream
end of the projected terminal
The second encompassed the irregularly
shaped area off the terminal nd including the turning basin. The second
section had an overall length of about 2,000 feet and varied in width from
350 feet to 1,200 .feet.
At the beginning of Sec
near the east river bank appr
boundary of the survey area.
near the Cooper River bridge,
that would span the proposed
either side. It was necessar
of the a.r.ea to be dredged beca
might take place outside oft
include anchoring, accidental
of oceangoing vessels en rout
traveling outside of regular
time the survey boat cv@ssed
ranging scale had been establ
cept while traveling to or fr
out of range of the sonar bec
might mask a small target. T
on a course that coincided wi
ground speed of approximately
reasonable compromise, taking
response, bottom geological c
the boat.

ion I operations, the dive boat was positioned
ximately 4,000 feet from the downstream
The survey boat began scanning operations
well outside of the survey area, on a scale
mpact area and a considerable distance on
to survey beyond the actual boundaries
se activities ancillary to dredging operations
e 350 fOQt channel. Possible indirect impacts
spoils deposition, and scouring by propellers
to Deytens Shipyard several miles upstream,
hannels to avoid dredging activities. By the
he downstream boundary, the proper sonar
shed and fine adjustments had been made. Exm a suspected target, the dive boat was kept
use its wake, easily detected by the sonar,
e survey boat entered the proposed impact area
h the area's longitudinal axis at a relative
4 knots. This speed was established as a
into consideration potential target size, sonar
nfiguration, and directional controlability of

In Section I only one p
upon investigation by the div
probably associated with the
cutting into the Wando River.
oyster shells capping it. An
Section I to have a relativel
standing features or areas of
served on the strip chart sug
composition. Later examinati
this observation.

tential target was detected by sonar, but
rs, it was found to be a geological feature
atural or dredged channel of Hobcaw Creek
It was a mound with a heavy accretion of
examination of the sonar strip chart showed
gentle bottom configuration with no outhigh profile. Differences in shading obested the river bottom did not have a uniform
n by divers in the survey phase confirmed
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Section II of the sonar survey encompassed the Iema1n1ng area under
consideration. Survey proced res were identi.cal to those used in Secti.on
I, except that it was necessa y to make more than one run in order to
cover the entire area with so e overlap. No targets were detected in this
area. The bottom configurati n appeared to be similar to that
in Section I. At the conclus on of the sonar phase, the Stamus was returned to the Department of W ldlife and Marine Resources. For the remaining part of the project t e Institute's 20 foot and 17 foot McKee boats
were used.
Pro on Magnetometer'

The Geometrics G-806 pr
sensing instruments used in t
used in conjunction with a He
The latter, an infra-red, ele
used to accurately plot the m
cise positioning information
survey area had been covered
anomolies for diver investiga
70 feet apart. This was cons
anomoly that might be encount
vessel.

ton magnetometer was the second of two remote
e electronic phase of the survey. It was
let Packard Hlp 3810 Total Positioning System.
tro-optical distance measuring device, was
gnetometers position during the survey. Preas essential in order to be certain the entire
nd also to be able to return to the magndtic
ion. Magnetometer survey lanes were spaced
dered reasonable for the size of the magnetic
red, specifically a river or coastal merchant

As previously described the survey area for this phase was also
divided into two segments: Se tion I and Section II. The first section surveyed was Section I (Fig. 3). Six transit stations were established upstream on a curving bluff of he river, so placed that each of the six
parallel survey lanes would b oriented on its own transit station. The
Hlp 3810 measuring device was emplaced on Daniel's Island approximately
midway between the two ends 0 Section I. The transit operator and Hlp
3810 operator each had a walk'e-talkie that was tuned.to different frequencies. In the survey boat the boat operator's radio was tuned to the
transit operator's radio freq ency and the magnetometer operator's radio
was tuned to the Hlp 3810 ope ator's frequency. The other boat, with its
own radio, was positioned so hat it could relay messages if distances
were too great for the walkie talkie to be usable, as was sometimes the
case at the beginning of a ru when the survey boat was at its maximum
distance from the transit ope ator.
By observing the vessel through
could radio course correction to the
the vessel on the proper bear·ng. At
it was sometimes difficult to see the
made.
For the first run, the
oriented to the near bank bou
survey the vessel began its r
directions from the transit 0
proper heading for the run.

the transit telescope, the surveyor
boat operator when necessary and keep
extreme distance under hazy conditions,
vessel and several false starts were

ransit was set up on the station that was
dary of Section I. To begin the magnetometer
n outside of the survey area and with radio
erator was brought into the survey area on the

The operator of the Hlp 3810 kept his instrument pointed at reflecting
mirrors located in the boat a d recorded exact bearings and distance to the
boat and radioed the time of the readings to the magnetometer operator (Fig.4).
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Figure 3: Diagram showing lane spacings and placement
of navigation aids for magnetometer survey
of Sections I and II.
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Figure 4: Magnetometer in operation. (L to R) Alan Saltus operating
magnetometer; Susan Bridges with binoculars; Ralph
Wilbanks operating survey boat. Both Salt us and Wilbanks
are in constant communication with shore based crew.

Figure 5: Ranging station on Platform B. (L to R) Bill Ciza
on transit with walkie-talkie; Tim }[istovich operating
Hlp 3810 distance measuring device; James Williams
assisting, also with a walkie-talkie.
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That information was noted on the magnetometer strip chart. A magnetometer cyclic rate of one sign 1 per second was established and readings
were only taken while heading pstreamin order to maintatn a relatively
stable speed relative to curr nt flow and ground sp~ed. At the end of
each run, while the survey bo tl was returning to its starting position,
the transit operator set up h s' transit on the adjacent station in preparation fo:r the next run. T is sequence was::repeated until the magnetometer investigation of Sectio I was completed. Several targets were
detected in the first phase o"bhe:tm;gneto1!l.eter~invest!gatt.io.n.
Section II covered a mu
vtsibility and communication
platforms, placed roughly at
cated tn Section II. The ups
the downstream one, Platform
Platform B, just outside the
The first survey run was made
Each successive run was made
tn a fan shaped configuration
outside of the survey area an
spacings did not exceed 100 f
Since they all merged on the
feet. Several more targets w

h smaller area than Section I but without the
roblems occasionally encountered before. Two
ch end of the proposed pier area, were loream platform was designated Platform A and
The transit and Hlp 3810 were set up on
outheastern corner of Section I I (Fig. 5).
pproximately parallel to the near bank.
l/Z o west of the previous one, resulting
ith Platform B as the hub. All runs began
terminated at Platform B. Maximum lane
et and then mostly outside of the survey area.
a e point, lanes averaged narrower than 70
e detected in Section II.

~eYhad

Once the magnetometer s
been completed, the electronic data
were analyzed. Distances and b arings to the targets were calculated and
these locations were noted on
chart. A total of eight targets were recorded, three in Section I an Ifive in Section II (Fig. 6).

I

Visual

The visual phase 'was be
near the upstream end of the survey area
where Platforms A and B were
cated. An imaginary line between the two
platforms and extending beyon
latform A gave a near shore boundary from
which to conduct our river cr ssing. This line projected an azimuth of
Z3° magnetic (Z03° reciprocal. Platform A exactly coincided with one of
the river crossing depth reco ings .marked on a chart .acquired from the
Ports Authority. It wasded eld that whenever possible the underwater
visual survey would be condut ~d along, and at the same lane spacing, of
the depth recordings which ha
een made at ZOO foot intervals.
A dive boat, trailing a float on a ZOO foot line, passed Platform A
dwhen the trailed float passed Platform A,
on a course of Z3° magnetic,
a weighted b~oy was dropped f o the boat, exactly establishing the adjacent
ZOO foot lane. This was repe ted until the upstream boundary of the survey
area was reached resulting in anes ZOO feet apart superimposed on the previously depth-recorded lanes. Using the same method, bu~ys were dropped at
ZOO foot intervals in a line
tween the two platforms (Fig. 7).
A diver placed on each
oy descended to the bu:o)'weight and on a
prearranged compass course cr led across the bottom carefully examining
it for artifacts or fossils { .g. 8). Underwater lights, compasses, depth
and pressure guages, knives,
d recovery bags were always carried by the
divers (Fig. 9). Divers gene lly crawled on their knees and measured dis18
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Figure 6: Magnetometer targets.
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Figure 7: Placing buoys for proper lane spacing. Hhen a
float, trailed behind the boat on a 200 ft. line,
passes the previously placed buoy. another weighted
buoy is dropped. Susan Bridges is steering the
boat as James Williams prepares to drop the buoy.

Figure 8: Diver at buoy. James Williacs prepares to descend
and begin visual survey of a cross corridor lane.
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tances by knee steps or arm length. When they located objects or changing
bottom conditions, they noted the number of steps and reported these at
the end of the dive to the boat operator. Notes were written in pencil on
water proof paper. At the end of each run the diver was retrieved by a
small boat, debriefed and then taken to another buoy for a similar run.
Using this method, the area between the upstream edge of the survey area
and the downstream platform was visually examined.

~

Figure 9: Susan Bridges preparing to enter water to begin
visual survey. Notice compass and depth guage
~ left arm,_ underwater light, and bag for artifacts.
Establishing a near shore boundary at the downstream end of the survey area presented difficulties because there were no strategically placed
platforms from which measurements could be made. The only known datum
points available in this stretch of the river were two Geological Survey
benchmarks, JAKE near the river mouth, and BOBCAW almost midway between
JAKE and Platform B. The near shore boundary of the survey area was determined to be approximately 800 feet into the river from the two markers. The
divers began their investigation 50 feet outside of the survey area on a
line 750 feet from each bench mark in order to insure a margin of safety
relative to any underwater cultural remains.
The first attempt to place marker buoys 750 feet from JAKE and HOBCAW
was not successful. For this attempt a hand-held optical coincidence rangefinder with a 12 inch baseline was used which, because of the distance involved, was not accurate enough to place the buoys properly. A second
attempt to establish an accurate placement for the buoys opposite JAKE and
HOBCAW was successful. For this operation a surveyor's transit aimed perpendicular to the river's axes was placed over JAKE and a small boat carrying
a vertical stadia rod was guided to the proper position and the buoy was
dropped exactly 750 feet from JAKE. The transit operator and boat crew were
in constant radio communication during this operation. A buoy was also
placed opposite HOBCAW in the proper location to form the second point along
the 750 foot line.

With the two buoys prop
simple matter to place range
upstream bend in the river.
course toward the range marke
the lower marker would travel
from JAKE and HOBCAW. The bo
in the center of one of the d
this bQQy 200 foot lane spaci
visual se.arch phase superimpo
of the underwater visual sear
carried out (Fig. 10).

~ly

placed off HOBCAW and JAKE, it was a

~rkers on and below the bluff on the first

!boat entering the survey area on a straight

~ and keeping the upper marker directly above

'
i

~long

the 750 foot boundary line measured
750 feet from JAKE was fortuitously located
. t.h marki.ng l.a.nes mentioned previOUSlY •. From
s were established for the remainder of the
~d over the depth recorded lanes.
By the end
h phase, a total of 55 crossings had been
I

I

All of the environmenta
permutations, were encountere
sure safe operating condition
and divers. Because of the s
erations generally, no more t
Time and depth limits for div
specified in the United State
always ablLe to keep a straigh
cause they were affected by r
velocity. Although an estima
compass heading, it is probab
SOme degree in the direction

Ifactors previously mentioned, and in several
land handled safely. Care was taken to in!for boat handlers, other surface personnel
~11 number of divers, and for safety considan two divers were underwater at one time.
~s were maintained and surface rest time as
INavy dive tab.1Leswas taken. Divers were not
icourse when traversing the search area be~er and tidal current flow of considerable
dd correction was figured into the proper
~ that all traverse lines were skewed in
f current flow at that time.

All diver operations to k place out of the two small open outboard
motor boats previously mentio ~d. The boats served two purposes, first in
support of diving activities, decond they served as equipment storage containers. Their small size an imanuverability proved to bea great asset
during diver rel~ted activiti~. For the storage of equipment, however,
they were much too small. Ea
boat also had a single side band, 40
channel Citizens Band radio a 4 provision for mounting a compass and depth
recorder. The large boat had a dive ladder attached to assist divers
exiting the water. The gunne s of the smaller boat were much lower and the
divers could enter over the s 4e.

4

ChronoZ

The side scan sonar pha
and magnetometer phases. At
a sonar survey of several riv
the sonar to the Wando Projec
day. The cost to conduct the
$3,000 if the unit were rente
arraggements, costs were kept

~y

of the FieZdwork

ewas carried out two months Before the visual
liat earlier time the Institute was conducting
~s between Charleston and Beaufort.
It sublet
land was able to finish the sonar work in one
~onar phase normally would have been over
I,for only this proj ect, but with the sublease
ti0 $1,000.
I.

i

Institute personnel ret
the remainder of the survey.
searches were conducted at 20
afternoon of July 13th, the I
cel1aneous supplies and dive
and hospitalized for 8 days.
phase of the survey was carri

~ned

to the Wando River on July 9, 1979, for

~rom the 9th to the 13th of July, visual

Ifoot intervals across the survey area. On the
~titute van burned destroying much of our misqUipment. One person, Steve Howard, was burned
From the 16th to the 20th, the magnetometer
d out including site investigation by divers.
I
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Figure 10: Visual lane investigations. Underwater inspection
of the river bottom was carried out by dives
at 200 ft. intervals along the length of the
entire survey corridor and for a distance on either
side of the corridor.

On the 23rd, the visual cross
noon of the 27th. That concl
was not a major hindrance alt
Since this was the mostcompr
carried out in South Carolina
learning experience in planni

~iver searches continued, ending on the after-

~ed the field aspect of the survey. Weather
qugh on several occasions it caused delays.
~ensive underwater archeological sur~ey
~o date, it has proved to be an invaluable
g for future survey projects.
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~ ION OF RESULTS

During the course of th
covered and others were obse
objects were brought to the r
identified, and catalogued.
were conserved in the Institu
including sonar and magnetome
Although artifacts werEcrecov
not any realistically definab
sidered as individual sites.
given one site number, 38CH42

!wando River Survey', many objects were reeid but left onJ:hebottom. The recovered
sltitute where they were cleaned, examined,
b~ects that were in an unstable condition
el's Conservation Laboratory. Field notes,
e~ strip charts were examined and evaluated.
r~dbhroughoutthe·survey.area,there was
el areas'6fonncentration that .cou1dbe conFpr
this reason the entire survey area was
,

Two suspected concentra
sence was reported to the Sou
the legal responsib~lity to m
tween lanes 4 and 8, and 28 a
those often observed in'the C

ipns of fossils were observed and their prehi Carolina State Museum Commission which has
n~ge this resource. The beds located bed! 36 were not as deep a concentration as
operRiver but should be investigated further.

i

Fossils recovered by Inst~tute,personne1 were transferred to the
Museum Commissi,on. Although h~ presence of the fossil beds and their
probable destruction during d eagingoperations is of great concern to the
State, it is not covered by a fbderal law and therefore mitigation of
adverse effect to this resour ei is not required.
I

Data acquired in the su ~y becomes a part of the Institute's permanent reocord.s •. Artifacts, aft~r. processing, are stored and will become
a part of our reference colle tlon. A copy of the site form, with its
information, will be housed i the Department of Archives and History.
The original will be kept at t ~ Institute where it will become a part of
the Statewide Archeological S't~ Inventory Record. Following is a description and assessment of ea !magnetometer target and recapitulation of
fi.e1d notes concerning the vis ~l search dives made at each 'of the side
SCan lane crossings.
I
I

The artifacts and other o· jects recovered were so few and so widely
d;tspersed throughout the surve I area that collectively they have little
archeological significance.
~t value they do have lies in their individual qualities.
There were five :-prehisto tC artifacts recovered, four ceramic frag_·
ments and one piece of worked lIte:rt. The four ceramic fragments were 811).21,11
ands:evere1y sand abraded. Th ,e are Th01l).' s Creek type and one is unidentifiable. The chert core '$ a1soti.nidentifiab1e as to age, Fiverock

~~~~:~~:l~:~:r~:a~:~q:~~~\!~~~:E~;:~:::;r:i~:~:;~~;:E:~;~i:n

not known. The historic artif 'ts range in date from the late eighteenth
century to thetwentiteth centulwith 1I).ost falling i,nto'theni.neteenth.
century. A description of the 'wo anchQrs can be found in Table l.Table
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3, a list of catalogued artif cts and objects, is at variance with those
stated in Table 2 because so e were discarded during the analysis phase
as having no significance wha soever for the project.
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TABLE 1

VISUAL L E INVESTIGATION RESULTS
LANE

DIVER

RECOVERED

OBSERVED

COMMENTS

1

Williams

NA

Bricks

Slick mud

2

Howard

NA

NA

Slick mud

3

Wilbanks

NA

4

Bridges

Fossils

NA

5

Howard

Fossils

Bricks

6

Williams

19th & 20th C.
ceramics and
frags, brick
frag fossil

Pencil sharpener

7

Bridges

Brick fragmen
welders goggl
fossils

8

Wilbanks

Brick fragmen s
fossils

9

Wilbanks

Rock

10

Bridges

Chamber pot f
ment, case bo
base, two roc
four brick fr

11

Williams

Brick fragment

NA

12

Wilbanks

Brick fragmen
rocks, fossil

NA

NA

13

Howard

NA

NA

14

Williams

Iron keyed

15

Wilbanks

Brick fragmen
chert, four r
fossil

55 gal. drum,
bucket handle,
fossils

NA

Two stones that
could be millstones

agt1e
s,
gs

NA

Shell bed
Fossil recovered 300'
from start
NA

NA

Brick fragments recovered
50' from start

NA

NA

NA

NA

six or more
rock
NA

27

NA

To 28' loose sand and shell,
28' to 45' , slick mude,
45' to 50' sand

NA
NA

LANE

DIVER

RECOVERED

16

Howard

Brick fragmen ,
ceramic fragm nt

17

Howard

18

Wilbanks

19

Wilbanks Brick fragmen ,four
NA
tile fragment , rock,
three glass f agments,
fossil

20

Williams Brick fragmen ,
rock fossils,
tile fragment

21

Albright

NA

22

Wilbanks

NA

Piling,
rock

shells out to ISO'

23

Wilbanks

NA

Large rock
(100 lbs)

Hard bottom with silt and
sand

24

Bridges

25

Williams

NA

NA

Start to 250' hard sand and
gravel with shells then
gravel with silt

26

Albright

NA

NA

First 125' shell, 125'-150'
sand, silt, occassional shell,
300'-400' sand ridges

27

Bridges

NA

28

Williams 19th century
bottle base
fossil

29

Albright

NA

NA

Shells out to 200', then
sand

30

t,Ji11iams

NA

NA

Hardpacked and and gravel,
small shells, soft sand and
silt

31

Albright

NA

NA

Sand with shells, silt and sand

OBSERVED

COMMENTS

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Sawed 50' piling,
rocks
NA

Bricks

19th century
bottle

28

Shells and hard bottom, last
200' sandy gravel, shell bed
with rocks and pebbles
Marl, marl & sand pockets,
mud, marl and silt
Start to 300' packed shells,
then silt with mud

NA

Bricks 100' out

Sand and silt

Bricks

For 350' hard sand, shells

LANE

DIVER

RECOVERED

OBSERVED

32

Wilbanks

Two rock, fos i1s

33

Wilbanks

Millstone, 19
century bott1
fossils

34

Bridges

NA

35

Williams

NA

36

Albright

Fossil

NA

37

Bridges

NA

NA

38

Wilbanks

NA

NA

Mud and silt

39

Albright

NA

NA

Mud

40

Williams

NA

NA

First 150' mud then sand

41

Wilbanks

NA

Mud

42

Williams

NA

NA

Mud, soft and hard sand

43

Wilbanks

NA

NA

Mud

44

Williams

NA

NA

Sand and mud, hard packed sand

45

\.Ji1banks

46

Williams

47

Wilbanks

48

Howard

49

NA
Bricks

NA
Debris, wood,
fossils, brick,
modern small
anchor

Jug and brick
fragments, ro

Oil can spout
brick fragmen
rock

Scattered rock

COMMENTS
First 200' gravel with silt
remainder silt and mud
Gravel bed

Sand and gravel alternating
with silt, then sand and mud
Gravel and sand, thick mud
with gravel

Sand and shell, silt and
sand
NA

NA

NA

Sand and mud, shells

NA

Sand and deep mud

NA

NA

Sand and mud

Wilbanks

NA

NA

Sand and mud

50

Bridges

NA

Bricks

Sand and mud

51

Williams

NA

Bricks

Sand and mud

52

Howard

NA

NA
Iron fragment
Brick fragmen s

NA
29

Sand and mud

Lane

Diver

Recovered

Observed

Comments

53

Wilbanks

NA

NA

Sand and mud

54

Bridges

NA

NA

Sand and mud

55

Howard

NA

NA

Sand and mud
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TABLE 2
VISUAL INVESTIGATION OF MAGNETOMETER TARGETS
TARGET 01

Magnetic Anomaly (Fig. 11)
Large anchor, probably late 18th century Admiralty pattern, wooden
cross piece missing. large ring, heavy sand and shell encrustation.
ApprOXimately 9' in length and 6' between fluke tips. Removed to
safe underwater storage area outside of potential impact area.
Other Observations
Appears to be fossil bed, poor visibility.

o

5

I

Figure 11: Large anchor.
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10 FEET

_.~----

Figure 12: Folding stock anchor encrusted with sand and
shells.

TARGET 112
~~gnetic

Anomaly (Fig. 12)

Small anchor, late 19th to 20th century, folding stock design,
moderate sand and shell encrustation. Approximately 6' length by
4' between fluke tips.
Other Observations
Late 18th century bottle neck fragment and ballast rock.
TARGET #3

Magnetic Anomaly
Probably associated material from Target 82, including wire cable
and miscellaneous iron.
Other Observations
Same as Target 02.
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TARGET 1/4
Magnetic Anomaly
Chain and wire cable lying approximately perpendicular to river
axis running from Target 114 toilS.
Other Observations
Fossils observed and recovered, 18th century bottle base, 19th
century bottle.
TARGET 115
Magnetic Anomaly
See above
Other Observations
See above, also late 19th century glass and ceramic brick fragments.
TARGET 116
Magnetic Anomaly
Miscellaneous metal objects, modern debris
Other Observations
Fossils observed and recovered, bottle, last quarter 18th century
recovered.
TARGET 117
Magnetic Anomaly
Cast iron pipe of indeterminate length, approximately 6" in diameter.
Other Observations
Large shell accumulation observed.
TARGET 119
Magnetic Anomaly
One or more 55 gallon drums, miscellaneous iron including buckets,
modern debris.
Other Observations
Sand and silt, might be covering other iron.

TABLE 3
U
H

CATALOGUED ARTIFACTS
38CH425

rx:
o
H

tJ)

H

ARTIFACTS
Rock
Bottle
Bottle Neck
Bottle Base
Ceramic Fragment
Bottle Base
Coupling
Rock
Bottle Base
Ceramic Fragment
Rock
Brick Fragment
Brick Fragment
Rock
Rock
Rock
Ceramic Fragment
Brick Fragment
Flat Glass
Ceramic Fragment
Rock
Ceramic Fragment
Rock
Bottle Base
Bottle Base
Ceramic Fragment
Rock
Ceramic Fragment
Ceramic Fragment
Ceramic Fragment
Ceramic Fragment
Bottle Base
Bottle Fragment
Metal Fragment
Ceramic Fragment
Ceramic Fragment
Bottle
Bottle Basel
Shoulder
Bottle Base
Anchor
Anchor

!

DESCRIPTION

Po!

Chert core, worked
Dight green, intact
Black glass
Black glass
Whiteware, plate rim
Black glass
Brass, hose coupling
Unknown
Case bottle
Whiteware, chamber pot rim
Diorite
Rea brick
Red brick, flat brick
Sandstone
Chert
Schist
Terra-cotta pipe or tile
Red Brick
Probably window glass
Terra-cotta pipe or tile
Dolomitic linestone
Terra-cotta pipe or tile
Sandstone
Black glass, moulded base
Black glass, improved pontil mark
Black alkaline glaze
Diorite
Glazed decorative redware
Thoms Creek, reed punctate,
medium sand tempered
Thoms Creek, periwinkle punctate,
coarse sand tempered
Undetermined
Medium green
Medium green, flat, "OM" in
positive relief
Unidentified
Dark alkeline glaze inside, clear
outside
Flower pot
Black glass, mostly intact, in
poor condition

1

Black glass, neck missing
Black glass
Admiralty pattern
Folding stock pattern
TOTALS
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1

1
2
1

1
1
1
1

1
2

1
1
2
2
2

1
1
3

1
2
3

x
x

x
x

4

x

x
x

5
5

x

x

6

7
8
8
8

x

x

x

9
10
10
10
10
11
11

12
12
12

x
x

x
x

13
13

x

x

14
15
16
17

x
x
x
x

2

18
18

x

1

18

x

1

x

1

18
18
18

2
1

19
19

1
1

19
20

x

1
1
1
1

21

x

2
22
23

x
x

4
1

1
2

1
1
1

1
1

1
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x

x

x

x

4

7

x

x

x

x

;1.9 10

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

An underwater archeological survey of a section of the Wando River
to be impacted by the p:J::ICiposed construction of new pier facilities was
conducted by the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology during May
and July, 1979. The result of this investigation reveals that work proposed tob~~done in support of the construction of new pier facilities on
the Wando River will not adversely effect the underwater archeological
resources of the state of South Carolina. This determination was made
by the examination of the artifacts recovered, the analysis of the
electronic and visual survey data acquired, and the examination of archival references concerning this area.
In assessing the results of this survey, consideration must be given
to negative information: the relative lack of cultural material observed
or recovered. This is puzzling. It might be assumed that a semi-protected
body of deep water, such as the lower Wando River near Charleston Harbour,
would have been used as a secondary anchorage during times of adverse
weather. If that were the case, many disposable ship and crew associated
artifacts should have been lost, possibly even one or more vessels. Ship
traffic should have been considerable in this area considering both the
needs of river plantations and Dearsleys Shipyard in operation in Hobcaw
Creek from the first decade of the eighteenth century to the twentieth
century. The only ship-associated objects observed and recovered were two
anchors, one eighteenth century and one nineteenth-twentieth century.
Several theories can be advanced as to the lack of ship remains or
associated artifacts in the lower Wando ,·River. It may have been that plantations adjoining the river were more efficiently served by land transportation than by water. Conversely it may be that the river was so important
to upstream plantation owners that vessels lost in the lower Wando were
quickly salvaged in order to keep the channel open. I t might also be that
ship remains were not detected' during the electronic phase and not encountered during the visual phase, but this is unlikely.
The side scan sonar, within its accepted limitations, is an instrument
of primary importance in surveys such as this one carried out in the Wando
River. Had the river bottom been of hard rock and relatively smooth, there
would not have been a need for the magnetometer because any wreckage would
have had a profile and would have been easily detected. But with the side
scab. sonar's inability to detect objects under mud or other cover, the magnetometer becomes necessary. There recently has been developed a side scan
sonar of markedly increased sensitivity, but with the cost of a large reduction in range. For a survey of this type, however, the increased sensitivity is worth the added navigational problems that comes with a much
narrower survey path. If another survey similar to this one is conducted,
the more sensitive unit will be used. Recent tests carried out in the Cooper
River with this new unit have clearly demonstrated its superiority for this
type of survey where detection of small objects might be critical.
The magnetometer used in this survey is a major instrument in its own
righ t. The detection of eight targets, two (the anchors) of which had
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archeological significance, demonstrated its value. The technique with
which the magnetometer Hlp 3810, and transit were used to direct the
course of the survey boat was very satisfactory. With accurate bearing
and ranging information, targets were easily relocated and plotted with
great accuracy. The only change we would make in future operations is to
use a lane spacing of 50 feet rather than 70 feet. The magnetic signature
of a ballast pile from a river boat might be small, and narrowing the lane
spacings increases the chances of discovery; thus smaller anomalies would
be more easily detected.
The Wando River survey was bhe largest underwater archeological survey
carried out by the Institute and some new methodology was developed during
the operation, such as equiping both boats and shore parties with radios.
This added safety feature saved valuable time throughout the project. In
times of poor visibility during the visual phase, the two boats, in constant radio communication, were more efficient in locating and retrieving
divers than if they searched independently without communication. Without
radio communication, the magnetometer phase would have taken longer and
lane keeping less accurate. Emergency aid could be called for as needed
on Channel 19 which is monitored 24 hours a day in Mt. Pleasant.
Conducting visual investigation of the river bottom in waters of low
visibility, high current, and at a depth conceivably requiring occasional'
decompression, as was the case in this survey, is always a compromise. More
detailed visual examination of the survey area would have taken months and
the cost would have been unreasona~ly high. For this reason, i t was
decided to conduct lane searches across the area at regular intervals. A
200 foot interval was chosen because it duplicated the lane spacing of the
depth readings made during an earlier survey. In the future,however,:a
lane spacing of 100 feet will be established instead of the 200 feet and
in area of suspected sensitivity, other survey patterns will be carried
out. Also, in future operations, divers will make several tJdrift searches"
at intervals along the current flow axis of the river.
Underwater archeological investigations off bluffs in several other
;Ln South Carolina have usually yielded a considerable quantity of
prehistoric and historic artifacts. Th~s was not the case off the bluff
in Section II. This suggests that either the bluff was not a primary
living area in prehistoric times, or i f it was, artifacts associated with
it are buried under deep mud from the eroding bank. Only one historic
site was reported on the bluff near the shoreline and its location was far
enough from the bank to preclude house associated artifacts from falling
into the river. No prehistoric sites were found on the bluff near the
shoreline.

rivers

Due to numerous vehicle break-ins at the boat ramp we used, it became
obvious that we must carryall of our field equipment and supplies with us
in the two boats. During the electronic search phase this did not present
a problem because the equipment was small and easily carried on the survey
boats. However, during the visual search operations using divers, the
amount of equipment and supplies carried in the boats and needed to adequately support the divers in safety was considerable. This was a hindrance
to the efficient utilization of the boats and presented a safety haza.Ed~;of
considerable dimension as the boats were often too cluttered to move about
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safely. If possible, in future operations, a barge anchored near the
center of activity will carry the bulk of the equipment and supplies and
serve as a storage facility and command post from which to direct operations.
Because of the expense of conducting underwater archeological activities,
several times the cost of land archeological activities, the inconvenience
of a heavy rain, so long as it does not dangerously reduce vision, is
accepted. This does not usually affect divers waiting to enter the water
as their normal mode is wet, but it does have a serious detr±mental effect
on boat handlers who must remain dry to handle radios and keep logs. For
this reason, each boat handler in the future will have a complete set of
foul weather gear.
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